New Research and Development Partnership between MATHYM
and INEVO Technologies
Lyon, January 16th, 2015

MATHYM and INEVO announce today their partnership agreement to scale
up the manufacturing process of MATHYM’s innovative colloidal solutions.

MATHYM and INEVO Technologies are pleased to announce their partnership agreement that will lead
to the optimization and scale up of the manufacturing process of MATHYM’s innovative colloidal
solutions. This partnership will start in February 2015 in the frame of the new INEVO service: Process
Angel®.
“This is a major phase of MATHYM’s development, since it will change our model from a lab to a small
manufacturing plant. We are really enthusiastic and we believe this partnership will be a common
success” says Julien Alberici, MATHYM’s CEO.
“It is a real pleasure to cope with the challenges posed by MATHYM. This partnership gives us the
opportunity to implement our competencies in this very innovative field which is part of our
development strategy” says Anthony Ruiz, INEVO’s CEO.
“I am glad that the results of the research conducted jointly with the Chemistry lab team of the “Ecole
Nationale Supérieure” (ENS) finds a tangible application on the biomedical markets” says Frédéric
Chaput, MATHYM’s CSO.
MATHYM’s objective is to begin the industrial manufacturing of its radiopacifying colloidal solutions
by mid-2016 in order to answer dental and orthopaedic industries needs of nanometric x-ray contrast
materials.
About MATHYM:
MATHYM is a young nanotechnology start-up dedicated to the development, manufacturing and
commercialization of innovative colloidal solutions. MATHYM’s first developments have led to radiopacifying
colloidal solutions to be used in biomedical materials such as dental resins. MATHYM emerged from academic
research based at Lyon University and benefits from strong and exclusive industrial property. MATHYM’s ambition
is to become the world leading colloidal solutions company.
About INEVO:
INEVO Technologies is an engineering company, with a team of process engineers specialized in five
complementary domains which are R&D in equipment and unit operations, process engineering, project strategy
& management, international regulatory compliance, and C&Q. INEVO Technologies offers high-level skills on
unit operations and industrial equipment dedicated to liquids, powders and gases. Process Angel® is a service
dedicated to start-ups for process industrialisation joining engineering and R&D skills
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